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A RICH PICTURE OF AN IGNOBLE LIE OR ENABLING THE ONE TRUTH 
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report arises from your Principal Analyst holding views which run contrary to the UK 
Government’s rhetoric on events such as 9/11 and 7/7.  It considers the rapidly developing 
ideology referred to in this report as the New World Order.  From my own self-assessment, the 
report outlines how my relatively new but radical opposing views are becoming increasingly 
problematic both from a personal, managerial and organisational perspective.      
 
2.0 BACKGROUND 
Table 1 below provides a summary of the main viewpoints currently held by your Principal 
Analyst.  As indicated in discussions, I have researched these subjects quite extensively in my 
spare time and now shares viewpoints that are similar to an increasing array of well very 
documented sources that are exposing the truth behind the great deception behind 9/11 & 7/7. 

Ref Viewpoint Held By Principal Analyst Probability 
Assessment 

1 9/11 was a false flag operation where ex-President George W. Bush 
and his Presidential team played an instrumental part in the death of 
2,571 citizens, the collapse of the Word Trade Centre and the 
damage to the Pentagon. 

> 0.99 

2 7/7 was a false flag operation where ex Prime Minister Tony Blair was 
complicit in the murder of 52 citizens – that’s the official death toll, 
excluding the four so called suicide-bombers. 

> 0.95 

3 
The ignoble lies of British and American Government’s about 9/11 
and 7/7 continue and have been used to justify war and occupation in 
Afghanistan and Iraq. It comes in the guise of a war on terror and a 
war on Islamic Extremism. The real but unspoken motives are for oil. 

> 0.95 

4 
The multitudes have been fooled and are blissfully unaware of the 
perils that lie ahead as a result of the UNGODLY corruption and evil 
in high places – where self protection and self interest in a veil of 
secrecy and denial of truth reigns supreme – at least for the moment. 

> 0.95 

5 
The single greatest strategic threat to peace facing citizens of the UK 
and in the next few years arises from the rise to power of a New 
World Order.  This elite global network is hell-bent on introducing a 
Secret Satanic ideology to enslave the masses by deception and 
obtain global control of the World’s resources.  Those behind the 
NWO are intrinsically linked to Secret Societies.  This involves 
UK/USA Government Leaders and the major global banks.   

   

 

 

> 0.90 
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3.0 My Own Perspective on the Difficulties My Viewpoints Create 
From where I am sitting, the current difficulties can be categorised in a 
number of ways as shown in the table below. 
Individual 
Perspective 

Viewpoint Issue for Individual 

The Role of a 
Principal 
Intelligence 
Analyst 

I see the role from a purist perspective - 
one that has a duty to report on whatever 
my analysis reveals as closest to the 
truth. This must be done without fear, 
favour or prejudice.  

I accept there is a high risk 
of creating political tension 
in my new found fearless 
spirit that is determined to 
pursue the truth. 

Strategic Threat 
Assessment 

The main threat arises from the extent of 
Government control that is creeping in as 
a New World Order on the back of the 
ignoble lies of 9/11, 7/7 and war on terror. 
This contrasts with the UK Government’s 
narrative on the threat which ignores their 
own atrocities and targets Al Qaeda and 
Islamic Extremists instead. 

Feeling more enlightened, I 
want no further complicity 
in the UK Government 
rhetoric/spin/lies until the 
real truth comes out about 
the war – I realise that this 
creates difficulties for 
managers. 

Force Control 
Strategy 

I believe this strategy should reflect the 
real threat not the bogus one.  I never 
knew the product was supposed to be 
merely a reflection of the Government’s 
narrative.  If we stoops to the latter, 
Intelligence Analysis is dead and I want 
no part. I am no longer prepared to 
countenance the perpetuation of the 
ignoble lie in the face of compelling and 
shocking evidence to the contrary. 

Having prepared new 
Control Strategy, I have 
become reluctant to hand it 
over as I feel it would be 
used to speak a great 
untruth.  I will not be 
complicit in this. Now 
enlightened, my previous 
work is at best irrelevant, at 
worst ignoble in its 
complicit support to the lie.  

Business Ethics My personal ethics are becoming 
incompatible with the business ethics of 
the Police Service, given the political 
constraints imposed on the organisation. 
Given what I see as the murderous 
wickedness of 9/11 7/7 and the 
aggressive foreign strategies in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, I have resolved to make my 
stance. 

My hope of employment 
with SYP rests in a burning 
desire to heighten public 
awareness over 
Government corruption, 
see police complicity 
minimised and see the 
emergence of authentic not 
bogus threat assessments.  

Political The country is in deep trouble where the 
following quote appears most apt. “Power 
tends to corrupt, and absolute power 
corrupts absolutely.” Lest we forget the 
poppies, while a remorseful Philip Laing is 
pilloried for his drunken act of silliness, an 
indignant Tony Blair profits obscenely 
from his scheming defecation of our 
ancient freedom fighters that fought the 
Nazis and the Nation buys it. 

I see the principles of 
democracy and equality 
being undermined by 
excessive secret state 
oppression and control 
following 9/11 and 7/7. If 
you put a frog in water and 
slowly turn up the heat, the 
frog will let itself be boiled 
to death. We are the frogs.  

Occupational 
Health 

Having agreed to go on a management 
referral to Occupational Health, in all 
honesty, I see no need for this. I 
recognise my views could ultimately put 
my life at risk as what II have to say 
makes for most uncomfortable listening.  
People from near and afar will want me 
silenced.  

Although emotional, I have 
an inner conviction for the 
spiritual struggle that lies 
ahead and I have deep 
religious conviction. I will 
tell Occupational Health 
that I don’t need control 
“the-rapists” for a fix.  
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Individual 
Perspective 

Viewpoint Issue for Individual 

Financial Following divorce in 06, I have been 
struggling with a personal financial crisis 
and risks are quite high at the moment.   
Job loss as see most probable as a result 
of my actions here, would hasten 
bankruptcy. My business asset still offers 
some hope but my personal finances will 
be dire when I am dismissed or arrested. 

Although having a property 
investment of sizeable 
proportions, little passion is 
left for it given these 
events.  I am trapped as a 
Director though and while, 
it still has decent potential 
potential, it won’t have 
under a NWO.    

 
Religious Beliefs 

 
I am a born again Christian who believes 
that the bible was the divinely inspired 
word of God. I see widespread corruption 
in a largely fallen Christian Church within 
the Western World.   
 
I am experiencing a calling to a prophetic 
ministry in the full knowledge that 
whatever I do will be unpopular. I see 
great injustice in the current wars and the 
lies of 9/11 and 7/7 and I see a fragile 
Church standing for nothing and 
becoming quite another Gospel under a a 
false New Age movement and a satanic 
NWO.  It Is not the Gospel of the Lord 
Jesus Christ and never will be. Amen. 
 

 
I feel an immensely strong 
and deep calling towards a 
prophetic ministry.  
Prophetic Bible study has 
given me insight into the 
Satanic secrets hidden 
away within Secret 
Societies.  
 
Astonishing things have 
been revealed to me in 
recent times. Last 
Wednesday, before a 
decided to make my 
stance, I arrived at a point 
of no return in the Valley of 
Decision – the book of  
Joel 3. PSALM 23 is also 
apt. 

 
4.0 MY SUMMARY 
Given the extent of the deceit and corruption in Government Foreign Policy and 
practice, and the tyranny of 9/11, 7/7 and what I see as the illegal imperialistic 
occupation of Iraq and Afghanistan by US and UK troops and its insipid rhetoric on 
counter terrorism, it remains right and proper for me to pursue the truth at any cost 
while ever I am fit and able.  This I will endeavour to do regardless of my employment 
status.   
 
For the remaining time I am employed with South Yorkshire Police, I want to 
tirelessly and peacefully search for the truth.  I don’t much care in what role I do this.  
To me nothing else matters as without people knowing it, we are spiralling towards a 
state of war every bit as dangerous as we were when Neville Chamberlain declared 
peace in our time in 1939. Unfortunately on this occasion, the threats are far less 
visible, equally putrid but potentially many times more potent.  They come from within 
our own camp and are hidden in the power and hold that Secret Societies and Global 
Elite and Giant World Banking Establishments have over near bankrupted 
Governments.  In UK – standing shoulder to shoulder with USA over foreign policy in 
the Middle East – ours has have long since been corrupted.  Frankly, we are in a 
terrible mess and the nation has become too stupid to realise it. 
  
My honest view as a Principal Analyst is that all other threats pale into insignificance 
when compared with the inner corruption in high places in Government.  Ultimately, 
by fair means or foul this inner corruption has to be exposed and the police service 
and the intelligence services have their own Valley of Decisions to make.  Who is 
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brave enough to take a contra position for the sake of our freedoms? I recognise that 
this stance is not likely to be embraced immediately and will be probably seen as 
unacceptable to Senior Managers.  That does not make it wrong.  Unfortunately, I 
see few others in the police service having the courage to stand and attempt to 
expose the ignoble lies on behalf of the public we serve.  Yet if we just do nothing 
and bury our heads in the sand we are every bit as complicit in the tyranny.   
 
Locally, SYP get pats on the back when we arrest Phillip Lane for his drunken 
defecation on a war memorial in Sheffield, yet for a similar but infinitely more 
insidious crime across the World, our ex PM Tony Blair gets a Golden Handshake 
and a lucrative part in the rich pickings from the black oil field deals of a blood 
soaked Iraq when innocent men, women and children suffer.  It stinks – police 
service, Citizen focus – are you listening?  He is never arrested and as such the 
police service plays its complicit part in the evil. We play the game and it’s not right!  
It’s not right! 
 
Fifteen years ago about the time I first joined the service, the then Chief Constable 
Richard Wells quoted Edmund Burke in the foreword of our then Our Annual report. 
 

“The Only Thing Necessary for the Triumph of Evil is for Good Men To 
Do Nothing.” 

 
The real truth behind 9/11 and 7/7 render the Government’s Counter Terrorism 
Strategy and our Control Strategy of PREVENT and RICH picture and Counter 
Terrorism Local Profiles as utter shams crafted to divert attention from their own 
Secret scheming and evil ways of the elite.  It needs dismantling and overhauling 
fast.  All this to my mind invalidates the Force Control Strategy unless this stance is 
reflected within.  Sadly that will probably not happen.  As such I do not have the heart 
to play any further part in its formulation.  Deep down I know my radical views cannot 
yet be embraced.  The time has come to throw out the old and rotten gimmicky 
strategies that divert us from seeing the truth. In contrast, if SYP want the source 
material that has led me to these viewpoints and this stance, I will happily and work 
tirelessly take immediate steps to package everything for digestion.  You will 
appreciate that that would be quite an undertaking that was beyond the remit of this 
report. 

  

"Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full armour of God so that 
you can take your stand against the devil's schemes. For our struggle is not against flesh and 
blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and 
against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms. Therefore put on the full armour of 
God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you 
have done everything, to stand."     Ephesians 6:10-13 
 
Full Armour of God 
 

Tony Farrell 

Principal Analyst South Yorkshire Police) 


